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Axelliant is a California-based IT solutions provider focused on addressing the needs of businesses and organizations
of all sizes and across all industries. Our depth of technical leadership, our significant industry experience, and our
unique methodology set us apart.
We design, deploy, implement, and manage the most advanced IT solutions and services with a level of agility and
responsiveness through the entire solution delivery process that is increasingly uncommon in our field. We understand
that the ability to function in an increasingly complex technological landscape, with dozens of new entrants daily, can
make business and IT decision-making processes a challenge. Axelliant is there to guide you on your personalized
journey to success for your business.
Our partnerships with all major leading manufacturers and our strength in enabling digital transformation make us
uniquely able to address your needs today and tomorrow. Our cross-functional team of subject matter experts, solution
architects, business development professionals, and engineers will partner with you in addressing all aspects of your
IT challenges, while also leveraging our strong distribution partnerships to quickly deliver a solution that precisely
targets your needs, no matter where you are.
We serve as an extension of our customers’ IT and business leadership teams by harnessing the expertise of our
partners and our team of highly experienced engineers and subject matter experts. Axelliant has the knowledge and
the expertise to provide a wide range of technologies and solutions to our customers.
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Asif Hudani Chief Executive (424) 535-1080 asif.hudani@axelliant.com

Ali Abrar Manager Public (424) 535-1018 ali.abrar@axelliant.com
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